Print Management Solution
for Healthcare
Business Information Solutions

Organizations that actively
manage their print fleets
can save between 10% and
30% in print costs*

Does This Sound Like Your Current Situation?
You’ve stepped up efforts to trim unnecessary wasteful spending including costs associated with printing and copying devices
and services. There are however, many challenges to overcome – from high printer to user ratios, to numerous non-networked
multifunctional devices and printers, to non-existent audit trails. Furthermore, if your area handles documents containing patient
demographic information, patient health information and financial data, you may find that gaps in technology are presenting
risks that can result in security breaches leading to reputational damage, fines or even lawsuits.

Take control of your print fleet with Ricoh.
Ricoh’s print management solutions help make information work for you by providing detailed analysis, rules and cost recovery
capability around all printing, copying, scanning and faxing activity. With our centralized management solution, we can help you
reduce costs, optimize uptime, meet regulatory compliance and safeguard information, allowing you to redirect resources to
deliver the highest quality patient care possible.
Your Challenge: Reducing Print, Copy, and Fax Costs
Our Solution: You’re seeking innovative ways to lower costs. Ricoh has helped large
healthcare organizations monitor all print usage with our advanced rules-based control
module. This module enables you to create printing rules for specific printers, or redirect jobs
to the most efficient devices or destinations, helping to reduce overall printing and related
costs.
Your Challenge: Understanding and Managing Print Fleet Usage
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Our Solution: Properly aligning print devices with users requires an understanding of your
print fleet. Our analysis and reporting tools can help you keep accurate records of print devices
including printing volumes, user details, cost comparisons and Total Cost of Ownership reporting,
enabling you to position devices for the right task, and increase up time and efficiency.

Your Challenge: Automated and Accurate Chargebacks
Our Solution: Accurately tracking and billing costs back to users and departments is key to
managing your print fleet. Ricoh’s print management solutions can help you manage budgets by
setting account limits – by user, print job, or other attributes – and provides detailed reporting.
Source: Gartner: Cost-Cutting Initiatives for Office Printing, Published: 1 July 2013.
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